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In programming, what the steps that a competent programmer should always keep in 

mind are : (1) Establish Goals, (2) Collect Facts, (3) Uncover Concepts, (4) 

Rethinking and Retesting Ideas and then Determine Needs and (5) State the Problems. 

(Pena, 1987). The first three steps are more concerning on the study for pertinent 

information. The last step is rectifying the achievements from the process. The key 

step of the process is the fouth, as referred to Le Corbusier : “ A great architecture 

always come out from repeatedly thinking and testing.” 

Then moving forward onto the area of rethinking and retesting. It is stated by Diana 

Agrest that three various registers through three different texts: drawing, writing and 

building could lead to the born of architecture. What Peter Eisenman in his letter to 

various architects had pointed out the importance of model making: “ It seemed that 

models ,like architecture drawings, could well have an artistic or conceptual existence 

of their own , one which was relatively independent of the project that they 

represented.” ( Eisenman, 1976, p3) 

In this essay, in the first part it will introduce the history and formation of model 

making in architectural design, as well as its significant roles in representing 

proposals and ideas of architects. Then the second part would compare the roles of 

different models in different phases. The third part would be evaluation of two 

projects’ models during the design process : Daniel Liberskind’s The Jewish Museum 

in Berlin and Zaha Hadid’s National Centre of Contemporary in Roma. Reflections 

will mainly focus on the advantages and disadvantages of models making. The next 



part is mainly evaluating my own projects. Conclusion is discussed in the last part.  
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